Allt Lon a' Mhuidhe to Allt an Utha.
12

1

A house with a circular stone structure. ~6m
long 2790. A view from the east. 84868/81720.
(13/4/2009).

2

A small stone enclosure between two natural stone walls. Perhaps a barrier wall partly
destroyed when a power mast was set up or perhaps the remains of an enclosure.
84495/81761. (13/4/2009).

3

A possible small enclosure. ~2m square. View
from south. 84659/81770. (13/4/2009).

4

A waterfall with a small barrier. 347ft altitude.
A distilling site? A view from south.
84907/81895. (13/4/2009).

5

There is a possible old pathway between the points :- 84634/81764; 84599/81771;
84495/81761; 84868/81720. (13/4/2009).

6

Lazybeds near 2. The photo was
taken from 84862/81660. (13/4/2009).

7

A bridge over Allt Lon a' Mhuidhe.
85246/81648. (3/4/2009).

8
An enclosure with low stone wall and metal posts for a former wire fence. 85250/81666;
85219/81683; 85235/81725 (a former gateway exists about 3m from this corner); 85274/81711.
(3/4/2009),
9
A central stonework enclosure with one side a natural boulder. 85232/81682. (3/4/2009).

10

There are three concrete structures here,
possibly for guns during World War 2. There
are cut metal posts. 85459/81559. (3/4/2009).

11
12
13
14
15
16

The end of a long stone wall, close to a waterfall. 85459/81559. (3/4/2009).
A curved structure of stone. Once a small hut? 86488/81551. (13/2/2007).
A demolished building? 86507/81531.
A built up pathway. 2600.
86605/81533. A possible cattle shed. 6.90 x 4.50m. 2700. Doorway to N. Max height 1.2m.
86640/81593. Runrigs.

17

A stonework
enclosure. 1.5m.
Doorway to 1750.
86637/81644.

18

An enclosure, partly natural. ~2 x 1m. 86673/81657.

19

A stone enclosure. ~6m long, 1920. Beside burn. 87096/81646.

20
21

The foundations of a possible army building during Second World War. 11 x 5.8m.
87043/81501.
Concrete edges of a former burn bridge. Rhodies grow here. 87051/81489.

22

A low stone mound with a cross implanted in
it. 87470/81758.

23

Allt a' Ghuibhais 2386534/80430. The highest point visited. 317m. (15/7/2008).

24

A possible oval of earthwork between two burns. 86284/80609.

25

The beginning of a metal and stonework wall. 86222/80721.

26

End of fence here. Near a waterfall. 179m.

